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'Hungary's Catholics Firml}7 
Resisting Reds'-Prinee Otto 
--~ ··········. 
NFCCS PICKS CINCINNATI HOTEL 
FOR NATIONAL PARLEY AUG. 24-30 
Dean Explains 
Dress Rulings 
At Student Council meeting 
Monday members of Council 
asked for a clarification of the 
new dress regulations. Rev. Pat-
rick Ratterman, S.J., Dean of 
. Men, explained that only trous-
ers which hold a crease will ful-
fill the regulations. Also Champ-
ionship Sport Jackets are permis-
sible provided that all identify-
ing insignias have been removed. 
•• ho 
To further clarify the regula-
tions an eight-man committee 
headed by Jack Cade was set up 
to study the problem. · Archduke otto of Hapsburg gives News Editor Tom Lippert an 
exclusive interview on world affairs. Photo by He1lkamp 
By Tom Lippert, Editor·in·Chie/ Yearbook Pictures Sunday 
"The. situation of the Catholic Church in Hungary is much 
more favorable than we are led to expect," Archduke Otto of 
Hapsburg, claimant to the throne of Austria-Hungary, told 
The News in an exclusive interview last Friday. "There is no 
All campus organizations will 
have their group pictures taken 
this Sunday, Editor Bob Fitzpat-
rick announced this week. 
Students should consult the bul-
letin board to learn the time for 
their activity's picture. All groups 
are requested to meet in the lobby 
of the library building. 
serious dissidence within the 
Church itself, as in Czechoslo-
vakia, and so far youth has not 
been substantially lost to Ca-
tholicism," Prince Otto encour-
agingly stated. · 
The unusually affable 40-year-
old former Crown Prince, who 
speaks beautiful English and four 
other languages fluently, lives 
exiled near Paris with his Ger.; 
man princess-wife but is now on 
a lecture tour of the U.S. Ques-
tioned as to present monarchist 
sentiment in Austria and Hun-
gary, Prince Otto described it as 
"very strong, for the people rec-
ognize it as the alternative to the 
unpopular Communist regime." 
New Russian Revolt Unlikely 
While doubting any likelihood 
of revolution in Russia itself, 
Prince Otto emphasized that rev-
olution possibilities exist abso-
lutely within her satellites. How-
ever, he does not see any prox-
imate possibility of the defection 
of Hungary "unless the new poli-
icy of Dulles (John Foster Dul-
les, new U.S. Secretary of State),. 
as it grows clearer, aids and en-
courages the liberation of East 
Europe." He was quick to praise 
the new administration's receDt 
Chinese move as "the first sign of 
a tremendous forward step." 
A further insight into monarch-
ist hopes in Hungary came when 
Two Korean Vets 
Join ROTC Staff 
Two new instructors, Major 
Jesse H. Brown and Capt. Ben C. 
Parrott, have recently been added 
to the Xavier ROTC staff. Both 
officers returned from Korea in 
December where they had been 
attached to artillery units. Both 
have long records in World War 
II. 
Major Brown is a native of 
Salem, North Carolina, and holds 
a B.S. in Electrical Engineering 
from N.C. State. Capt. Parrott 
hails from Townson, Okla., and 
was graduated from Oklahoma 
A. & M. The men will be assistant 
professors of military science and 
tactics here. They replace Col. 
Tom C. Shackleford who has been 
assigned to Korean dt!ty. 
Prince Otto answered "yes" to 
this reporter's question whether 
it was true Archbishop Groesz 
(Continued on Page 3) 
Gibson Roof Garden-Scene -
Of Mardi Gras Fund Frolic 
By Bob Murray . 
The Alumnae Society, the Hon-
ors ·Course Society and the Book 
Lovers Club will present their 
second annual Mardi Gras Din-
ner-Darice at the Sheraton-Gib-
son Roof Garden tomorrow night. 
Proceeds from the Mardi Gras 
Ball, which is always held on the 
last Saturday before the begin-
ning of Lent, will go for the pur-
chasing of new books for the li-
brary and for providing scholar-
ships for deserving students. 
Charlie Kehrer and his orches-
tra will provide the music for the 
dance. Decorations will have a 
New Orleans motif. 
One highlight of the evening 
will be the crowning of the queen 
and the colorful .pageant preced-
ing. the coronation. Girls from sev-
eral of the local high schools will 
take part in the pageant and also 
will act as ushers. 
The lucky winner of the new 
1953 Ford sedan will also be cho-
sen and announced tomorrow 
night. 
General C)lairman of the Mardi 
Gras Ball is Mrs. John Rush. 
Serving on the committee are 
Miss Mary Leonard of the Honors 
Course Society, M i s s H e 1 en 
Knecht of the Alumnae, and Mrs. 
John Gilligan of the Book Lov-
ers Club., 
Family Life Group All ticket sellers are reminded 
to turn their returns in at the 
To Confer Mar. 13 Public Relations office by tonight. 
The Sixth Annual Family Life . 
Conference, entitled "Through X Men Participate 
'Your Hands," will be sponsored · 
by the Xavier Family Life In- In Control Conf ah 
stitute from March 13-15. 
Chairman Friday will be Very 
Rev. James F, Maguire, President 
of Xavier; on Saturday, Rt. Rev. 
Msgr: August J. Kramer, on Sun-
day afternoon Dr. Joseph P. Ev-
ans, and on Sunday evening Rev. 
Joseph· Osuch, S.J. 
Panel discussions, exhibits and 
a pageant on Sunday will fea-
ture the March conference. 
Senior Fund On Third Lap 
. The senior class, led by Presi-
dent Bill Charles, will renew 
collection efforts for the Senior 
Class Memorial Fund early next 
week. The third of five collection 
periods, Feb. 16-18, will find the 
official tally at $1039 pledged and 
over $500 collected. 
Charles thanked the group lead-
ers · for their generous coopera-
tion so far but emphasized that 
there is still a big job to ~ done. 
Five Xavier accounting stu-
dents partook in the forum dis-
cussion of the Cincinnati Control 
of the Controllers Institute of 
America last night in the UC 
Union Building. 
Selected as partiicipanlts and 
alternates on the panel, "Seek-
ing a Career in Accounting," were 
Jack Ryan, Bob Smith, Jim 
Winkler, Bob McCauley, and 
Ralph Sieve. UC accounting ma-
jors also took part. Mr. J. Tracy 
Kropp of the Peat, Marwick & 
Mitchell Co., CP As, moderated 
the discussion. 
The professional side of the 
panel was made up of William R. 
Dice, the Eaglet-Pitcher Co.; 
Lisle W. Adkins, Avco Mfg, 
Corp.; Edwin J, Walter, the 
Kemper-Thomas Co.; and Oliver 
W. Seifert, Haskins & Sells. A 
$1.00 plate lunch preceded the 
meeting. 
'Responsibility Of The Christian Student' 
Is Theme For First Queen City Meet In History 
The National Federation of Catholic College Students will 
bring its big national convention to Cincinnati for the first 
time as school representatives from points all over the country 
meet for their meeting Aug. 24-30. The delegates will have 
their headquarters at the Hotel Sheraton-Gibson. 
Youth Progra.m 
Seeks Leaders 
Applications for student lead-
ers to assist in Operation Youth 
are being accepted, Dr. Joseph 
Link, Jr., program director, an-
nounced this week. Counselors 
The theme for this year's con-
vention is "Responsibility of the 
Christian Student." For the first 
time in its history, the convention 
will open with a day of recollec-
tion. Don Wintersheimer of Villa 
Madonna College has been named 
chairman of the national conven-
tion. Xavier's delegation will be 
headed by freshman John Moor-
and leaders from among the stu- man. 
dent body will be needed during Cincinnatians In Charge 
the week-long program, which Other nominees were Miss Car-
this year will extend from June ol Hinds of Mt. St. Joseph to be 
14 through June 21. chairman of the arrangements 
Dr. Link reported that over 300 committee, and Miss Mary Dam-
boys from eight states are ex- arrell to head the registration 
pected to live on the Xavier committee. The College of St. 
campus during that time. They Mary's of the Springs is editing 
will participate in a program the National Year Book. 
stressing democracy and citizen- This announcement of the nat-
ship. ional convention in Cincinnati 
All Xavier students are eligi- came closely on the heels of the 
ble to serve as counselors or lead- NFCCS Forensics Commisions de-
ers, and may obtain . application cision to make Xavier host of the 
. bla11ks from M;. :Wil~iam E. Saut- · -organiiation's" national. "d e·b'a t e 
er, i~structor m ~hllosophy. Ac- tournament on April 18. The Pol-
cordin~ to ~r. Lmk, each coun- and Philopedian Society is al-
s:lor is assigned from 10 to 15 ready :working on arrangements 
h1.gh ~c?ool boys for pro.gram for the national debate fray. 
superv1s1on. In. return for his ef-
forts, he is given his meals, board Marian Congress Coming Up 
and salary. Further plans of local colleges 
Operation :Youth won ·the Na- to cooperate with this newly an-
tional Freedom F o u n d at i o n nounced national convention will 
Award in 1951. Representing the be unfolded at·future meetings of 
National Freedom Foundation in the Regional NFCCS. The annual 
presenting the award at Valley Marian Congress of the NFCCS 
Forge, Ya., was General Omar T. will be held on March 21, and 
Bradley, chairman of the Joint May 1 and 2 will see its Regional 
Chiefs of. Staff. Congress here. · 
Blue & White Derby To Honor 
Fr. Miller's '20th Anniversary' 
The Blue and White Derby will Building. · 
introduce a new competitive Former alumni presidents 
angle to alumni fund raising ef- George E. Kearns and Jack S. 
forts as the new drive honors the M u 1 v i h i 11 , co-chairmen, 'an-
20 year reign of Rev. Frederick N. nounced that a trip to the Ken-
Miller, S.J., as Chemistry De- tucky Derby will be ·the prize for 
partment Chairman. The newest earliest fulfillment of the quota. 
goal of the Alumni Association Competition is being set 'up ac-
is $25,000 to furnish one of eight cording to postal zone numbers. 
new laboratories in the new Lab To Be Dedicated 
Thomas J. Logan Chemistry 
Rev~ Frederick N. Miller, 8.J. 
•· • • chemiatrli chairman ao t1ear1 
The lab that is furnished with 
the money collected in the Blue 
and White Derby will bear a 
plaque dedicating ·it as· follows: 
Xavier University Alumni Lab-
oratory in Commemoration of 
Rev. Frederick N. Miller, S. J., 
Chairman of the Chemistry' De-
partment since 1933. 
During his tenure as head of 
Chemistry at Xavier, Fr. Miller 
has seen 27 of his former students 
reach the Cincinnati rost~r of the 
American Chemical Society. S~v­
eral are outstanding professional 
men in the United States. Since 
1946 an average of 500 students 
have taken chemistry each year. 
This clearly demonstrates the need 
for new facilities, as the labs in 
the ·Alumni Science Building are 
more than 30 years old and de-
signed for only a tmall number 
of students. , 
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« Uniformity, Please » 'Uncle' • • • By Damico 
With all the bright and fresh faces peering out from behind Washington desks these days, it has become a public fad 
to speculate over what the new administration's policies will 
be, and especially to tell in no uncertain terms what they 
ought to be. We can only unite with this last group and make. 
a humble, though very serious, suggestion of our own. 
This suggestion concerns student deferments. We will not 
enumerate here the reasons for deferring college students so 
that they may be better able to serve their country as leaders 
and technical experts, without necessitating government ex-
pense. Nor will we now refute the misunderstandings that 
such a policy is undemocratic and discriminatory. We merely 
ask that future .. draft policy be uniform so that every young 
man might know where he stands. 
Anyone who claims to be against discrimination ought to 
note the present draft board discrepancies. Accident of birth 
is the main determinant of a young man's future with his Un-
cle Sam because it determines under what Local Board he 
must register. Actual cases in Cincinnati show: one draft board 
deferring all full-time passing college students; another using 
the college deferment test as the. sole basis for continuance; 
still another ignoring test scores and class standings to classify 
. as 1-A all students in the hope of "trapping" the uniformed. 
· From this confusing maze of "policy" we conclude to the 
need for uniformity of regulation. At present a young man 
cannot hope to intelligently plan his life while all his hopes 
and fears blow like straws in the wind. Whatever the draft 
policy determined by the men who best know our nation's 
needs (and we hope they decide wisely), we feel American 
youth have the right to expect equal treatment regardless of 
where they live. 
« Training Time » 
''Crucify him, crucify him." . 
. Sometimes these are the only words that bring us to our 
senses. It is so easy to be self-indulgent in today's world. It is 
so easy to get caught in a rut, to run helter-skelter worrying 
about routine duties and seemingly enormous problems-with-
out so much as giving God a small fraction of the time He 
deserves. 
Now another penitential season of Lent is almost upon us. 
In less than a week most of us will bear the cross of ashes on 
our forehead-the ashes with which the Catholic Church on 
Ash Wednesday reminds us of.the body's inevitable return to 
dust. At such a time maybe we stop and think a minute about 
things that really count; or the seemingly cruel words of 
Christ's murderers might temporarily startle us as we read or 
hear them in the Passion. 
After we have come to our senses, we usually find our-
selves in the same predicament as the frustrated Saint Paul, 
who found the spirit willing but the flesh weak. Most of us 
then, like St. Paul, should see the obvious reasons why the 
Church has a penitential season. The suffering Christ is point-
ing a finger at us. How to strengthen ourselves! 
The body must be brought into submission by the spirit, 
or a ·terrible alternative must be faced. We might simply say 
we're going "in training" during Lent. 
cc The Most Fitting Memorial » 
We have nothing but praise for the many friends of the late Rev. Alphonse Fisher, S.J., who are working so hard to 
establish a memorial to his name. This amazing Jesuit will be 
remembered for many accomplishments, but founding the 
Xavier Forum always seemed to be one in which he took spec-
ial pride and interest. During the News's interview with Prince 
Otto, _the one-time lecturer on the Xavier Forum inquired 
about his friend, Fr. Fisher. He was surprised to learn of the 
priest's death over a year ago, but was even more surprised to 
learn of the death of the Forum itself. 
The complete inability of Xavier to maintain a speakers' 
forum is hardly believable. By default, we have allowed UC to 
successfully sponsor two separate forums. Only last week 
Fordham University announced the establishment of a forum-
listing many of the same speakers that Xavier once scheduled. 
We feel it is still not too late for Xavier to again offer this 
cultural opportunity to the community. The rebirth .of the 
Xavier Forum would be the most fitting tribute imaginable·to 
the priest who loved it so. 
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Beyond 
The X- Horizon 
By Jim CiUi1an 
If there is one person that Xavier's Dr. Jos. Link Jr. proba-. 
bly has little if any affection for, it would be the _editor of the 
London Daily Worker. This nefarious Yak of an individual 
recently misquoted a speech given by Link in Ill. to the extent 
that what originally was the economics teacher's advice to 
"fight to win or get out of Korea" 
came out in· print as merely "get 
out of Korea." This was truly a 
low blow. 
• • • 
Big smokes-hoax-The Associ-
ated Collegiate International Stu-
dent Roundup of Jan. 5 reports 
that when Turkish professor 
Mahesch Helai appeared on the 
Oxford University campus to 
speak on opium, they had a 
packed house. 
After dwelling for some time 
on the joys of opium smoking, 
Mahesch wound up by recommen-
ding opium for mass consumption. 
That did it! The authorities looked 
into the matter and found the fel-
low to be an Oxford student in the 
theater group. Oh I say chap, that 
sort of thing isn't done you :Know, 
not cricket and all that! 
• • • 
This same publication gives 
news of some required reading at 
East Berlin University. It Is 
"Economic Pr o b I ems in the 
USSR" by Sos. Stalin. Rumor bas 
it that there are 'three grades 
given on the book reports-veey 
good, not-so-good, Slberla-ancl 
man, that's real cool, especially 
in winter. Don't laugh m'frlend, 
with you it's A-B-C-D--GI. 
• • • 
According to a counselor at the 
University of Tennessee, E. J. 
Fisher, the students who get an 
education instead of just a dip-
loma are the ones who distribute 
their studying evenly throughout 
the week, rather than cramming 
on one or two nights a week. 
"Generally speaking" he said 
''it is the student who studies some 
each day, even utilizing the half 
hours and the 15 minutes here 
and there, who really gets some-
thing of value out of school." 
Between 
The Lines 
By Jim Ryan 
February is Catholic Press Month, a time which most Cath-
olics associate only with paying a couple of dollars for the 
renewal of their subscription to their diocesan newspaper. The 
appeal is made from the pulpit, envelopes are distributed, and 
next week they are returned with the required amount inside. 
The Catholic paper is delivered · 
and read when there is nothing 
else to read. Any other magazine 
or newspapers of Catholic origin 
which come into the home are 
there by virtue of a contribution, 
and not an interest in matters 
Catholic. . 
How often have you yourself 
picked up a copy of one of these 
publications, glanced at it briefly, 
and then put it aside for some-
thing a bit slicker? Perhaps the 
secular magazine was perfectly 
good. Perhaps it was interesting; 
well written, printed and illus-
trated. But perhaps all this was 
because it was operating upon a 
budget many times that of your 
enterprising but somewhat im-
poverished Catholic publication. 
Take a look at this Catholic 
magazine here. Its paper isn't the 
slickest you've seen nor its art-
work, what there is of it, the best. 
But let's look at the contents. 
Here on the third page is the lead 
article, an analysis of the results 
of mixed marriages. The next ar· 
ticle concerns the operation of a 
rural Catholic Action center in 
<Continued on Pa1e '1) 




. "I fear the Greeks, even when 
they bring gifts"-and Xavier 
University when they ease the 
registration treatment, formerly 
a trial in patience. There's a mo-
tive in their madness. 
The clamp down on the camp-
us gar.b may only be the· be1in-
ning of a great number of dlscip-
linacy measures, registration· be-
ing simplified to ease the pain of 
wearing pressed pants and shirts 
over T shirts. 
Who knows what next? The li-
brary may no longer be available 
for naps. Parking meters may be · 
set along Herald and Dana for 
the exclusive use of Xavier men. 
The motorcycle cowboys may 
have to find another corral be-
sides South Hall for their gas 
ponies. Hair may have to be 
combed and chins shaved. 
No end of possibilities. Fright-
ening, ·isn't it? And it all could 
come about because of a desire 
on the part of the upper echelon 
of Xavier administrators to mold 
· gentlemen, feigning t¥> stay 
abreast of the Atomic Age. 
• • • 
Since the word· has gotten 
around that I'm aware this col-
umn isn't read but actually black 
on white, some citizens think I 
might also know the answer to · 
their questions and problems. Aft• 
er arduous research I have come 
· upon the following results. 
To A. B.: See your pysciatrist .. 
To C. D.: No, Cyrano de Ber-
garac is not "The Young Man 
With the Hom." 
To E. F.: Play the spades out 
first, then start on trump. Your 
partner has the ace of trump not 
South. 
To G. H.: The best work on the 
subject is "How to Dop~ Horses 
for Fun and Profit," published 
from lthe Kefauver Committee 
hearing and edited by Estes. 
To I. J.: Use cyanide. It's fast-
er. 
To K. L.: The Audubon So-
ciety is for bird lovers, not Ger-
man car enthusiasts. 
Having successfully completed 
this series of questions and prob-
lems, henceforth anyone who can 
stump me or is not entirely sat-
isfied with a solution will receive 
a genuine replica of Monte .Mon-
tana's lasso that caught Ike. 
Letter• J 
To The Editor 
Editor: 
As our Astonesque sports editor 
might put it, the second semester 
has begun, the cage five is ca-
vorting on the hardwood and 
Coach Wulk's diamond stalwarts 
are readying themselves for a 
rough season, which is also tough. 
All -is well in the locker room but 
what of the extra curricular activ-
ities which require mental abil-
ity? All is not well here. I refer 
to the Athenaeum, an item con-
spicuous by its absence. 
Our seini-a~nual quar.terly is 
·the only thing of its kind we 
have, and it should not die. Mon-
ey is available, and contrary to 
popular opinion, student interest 
is high. I believe we are entitled 
to· at least two issues of the Ath-
en·aeum this semester, a statement 
telling where the money is being 
spent, or a refund. If there is 
good reason for no Athenaeum I 
will then keep quiet and content 
myself to send my essays to the 
Watchtower, The Driller or the 
American Fruit Grower. 
·Respectfully yours, 
Richard J. Sayre 
/ 
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Freedom Vs. Slavery Seen Discussion Club Duplic~ting Forms 
To Meet Sunday Deliglit Students 
A B • ·Jn 'W.tness' The next meeting of . the So- Registering students this se-s BSIC I . aauty-sponsored discussion club mester were greeted with a new 
. has been changed from Feb. 8 to schedule form which proved a 
By Mayo Moh• Sunday, Feb. 15, at 8 p.m. Senior pleasant change from the seem-
The fight between freedom and .slavery, and the war he- Dick Hogan will lead a discus- ingly endless stack of cards 
tween a man and his soul are two big conflicts in the world sion on Graham Greene. which had in past semesters giv-
today exemplified in Whittaker Chamber's Witness, asserted Sodalists are also plani:iing . a en many writers cramps and a 
Rev Walter B Dimond S.J. in reviewing the recent best sel- roller sk?ting par.ty sometime m thorough natred for administra-
• • ' . ' . . March with Seffermo's as the ten- tion red tape. The new system 
ler. The Xavier English instructor spoke last Tuesday night tative location. Committee chair- which is admittedly much easier 
before a crowd in Hamilton's man for the party is Kevin Krig- on · the student, was introduced 
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The Drug Store closest to 
XavJer Unlvenlt1 
The .4.be Baumrin1 
Plinrmncy 
EVANSTON 
ALL YOUR LAUNDRY 
at 
THE SHIRT LAUNDRY 
3616 Montgomel'J Road 
Mercy Hospital Auditorium. He baum. Serving with him are Leo by Dean Paul L. O'Connor, S.J., 
will repeat the review Sunday at Grahek, John Ryan, Bob Mccaul- who became acquainted with the :!11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111! 
3:30 p. m. in St. Elizabeth's Li- ey, and Frank O'Brien. process at St. Louis University. : 5! 
brary, Norwood, and again in an A new probation group under Mr. Raymond J. Fellinger, reg- § NEW 5 
interview on WSAl's Campus the direction of Rev. Raymond A. istrar, admitted that the new 5 E 
Callboard program Feb. 21 at 6:30 Allen, S.J., has been organized forms caused a great deal of ex- § § 
p; m. and will meet every Wednesday tra work in-his department. At S ENGLAND i 
Chambers, it appeared, was not at 1: 30 in Room 109. Meanwhile least seven copies of each form $ 5 
a "bad" man, but rather an un- Rev. John J. Wenzel, S.J., has had to be filed for each student § HAT § 
commonly good one who had announced a change in regular and nearly sixteen thousand cards 5 5! 
somehow gotten behind the wrong meeting time of the Sodality. were put through the duplicating ;: · § 
bandwagon. Borrowing the au- Henceforth meetings will be on process used to reproduce the i MANUFACTURING : 
thor's own words, Fr. Dimond Monday nights at 6: 30 in Room master forms filled out by the § 5! 
showed why he believes this: "It 108. students. § COMPANY · ·· '§ 
offered me what nothing else in S d .4 "d D . One major difficulty encoun- 5 5 
, the dying world had power to tlt ents L:I. z rive. tered by the registrar's office was §. ·a 
;!~~. a! t~~io~a~~~:::i:!ty;:; For N eiv Scholars ;~:m~a~~~·e!~0!11~t;!~;Y p;i~t1~; § 118 East Sixth Street · § 
which ·to live and something for "Operation More," the Musket- of the master copies. The stu- § Cincinnati, Ohio §_ · 
which to die." eers Own Recruiting Effort, was dents are urged in the future to 5 _ 
.Turning to the topic of Red es- Rev. Walter B. Dimond, S.J. recently undertaken by the Dorm use a hard pencil and a little ex- 5 5 
pionage, Father Dimond followed · ... Council. Cooperating with Rev. tra pressure in filling the forms. immmm1111111111111111111111111111111_!i 
Chambers step by step as he showed the blunders and mno- Edward J. O'Brien, S.J., Director 
cence" that allowed the Commun- of Admissions the students volun-
Hunga1'ian Prince ists to succeed in th~ir high-hand- teerecl to bring groups of high 
ed treason. "Each time our coun- school seniors to the Xavier camp-
S UN Is 'Weak' try was sold down the river," Fr. us and act as hosts for their ays Dimond said, "there were agents weekend visits to Cincinnati. 
(Continued from Page 1) in the communications field-to Xavier provides accommoda-
(imprisoned on·trumped-up Com- justify those catastrophic betray- tions and arranges entertainment 
munist charges) admitted openly als ... " 'for the students under Fr. 0'-
at his trial that his personal feel- Long an outspoken foe of molly- Brien's supervision. Last week-
ings favored Otto's ascendency to coddling Communism, the Jesuit end saw six high school students 
the Hapsburg throne. lashed out at those who attempt take advantage of "Operation 
The United Nations came in for· to destroy Commu11ism's ideology More." They were Bill Daily, 
severe ·criticism· by this promi- by rebuilding social order alone. Jack Falvey and Dennie Woefel 
nent European anti-Communist. "It's a fine offensive but the1·e's from Indianapolis, and Clem Am-
"If .the UN is not the great~st di- not a chance without a good de- arose, George Mazuzam and Joe 
minution of the individual m the fense. This must consist of elimi- Tracy from Columbus. This week-
eyes of God, I don't k~ow what nating Communists from govern- end, Bob Jones from St'. Leo 
is. There is no content m the UN, ment and other positions of in- High School in Chicago will be 
its structure is inherently weak flluence stopping Soviet Russia introduced to XU and its com-
because it protects the -~ggres- and fre~ing the countries she has munity. 
sor with t~e veto powe~, ~?d it enslaved, and keeping informed Xavier men active in p~omot­
does not give us security, the to- dispel the enemy's fallacies," ing the spontaneous recruitment 
Prince criticized. Fr Dimond concluded. drive are Dick DeCorps, Jack 
The non-spirituality of Com- · - Byrne, Pat Levine, Bob Murray, 
munism was cited as the biggest 'CSMC To Stage Dance Fred Drugan, Bill Sweeney, Jim 
reason for discontent with it The Catholic Students Mission Sherlock, Hank Shea and Jerry 
among the 65-75 percent Catholic Crusade will stage a Marcii Gras O'Neill. The Dorm Council group 
and 15 percent Presbyterian pop- Dance at OLC Tuesday, Feb. 19. recently paid a visit to President 
ulation of his lost kingdom. All Xavier students are cordially James F. Maguire, S.J., who;~on-
Asked for advice to. Catholic invited to attend, Charlin Schoen- gratulated them and blessed their 
college students for fighting Com- berger, -dance chairman, reported. eff9rts. 
munism, he dispelled the popular -::===================:::::====1 beliefs that Communism is mere-
ly atheistic and that poverty 
breeds Communism. Prince Otto 
advised, "In facing Communism 
we· must understand that it is a 
new religion-not just a 1religion 
of materialism but one that puts 
man in the place of God." He 
strongly urged· qualified students 
to read Marx and Lenin to see 
their fallacies •. 
"Our counter-propaganda will 
be effective only insomuch as it 
is religious in nature," the great 
Catholic layman observed. The 
potential King of Austria-Hun-
gary concluded the interview by 
reiterating his new-found opti-










J. Paul Sbee1ly* Switched to Wi.lth·oot Cream-Oil 
Because lie Flunked The Finger-Nail Test' 
"HUllMPH"I trumpeted Sheedy, "What n elephant time co 
have my hair act up. Might 115 well break my dace and get 
trunk!" Luckily he was overheard by a Pachydermicologisr who 
said "Tusk, tusk! You've got a messy big cop from pouring 
tho~e buckets of water on your head. Get out of your ivory rower 
and visit any toilet goods counter for a boccie or cube ~f Wildr~ot 
Cream-Oil, "Your Hair's Dest Friend". Non-alcoholic. Contains 
soothing Lanolin. Relieves dryness. Removes loose, ug~y dan-
druff. Helps you pass the Finger-Nail Test." Paul gorW1ldroot 
Cream-Oil, and now all the gi~ls tent ro him more than ever. So 
why don't you try \'V'ildroor Cream-Oil? Ir onlr, coses peanuts 
-29,. And once you try it, you'll really have a circus. 
..... ~..... . 
*ofl3lSo.Harris Hill Rd., lVillia111svillc,N, Y. . ~.· ~..::.:.::..-1 ·~l' 
'.J!-;,,_-r: .. ~~
Wildroot Company, Inc., Buffalo 11, N. Y. '\Ji·. ~lf.t'.'.:-1°"_1in_'0 ___ _ 
f) 
'Doaue to 1/ta~ '6 
~tAat~ 
~/#4 
MR. "B '' SHIRT 
You'll be the Greatest-
in this newest shirt sen-
sation of Broadway and 
Hollywood. The identical 
style made famous by your favorite 
singing stars ... style choice of th.e 
stars of screen, lV and the music 
world. Shirt with the higher, extra 
wide-spread collar with a full roll. The Mr. B •• has 
smart French cuffs too. Choose from l.uxun?us 
pique, white-on-white and oxford ~loth .'"white, 
checks, pastel colors and the new pm stripes. See 
Max's famous Mr. "B" today. Only.·· ·$4.95 
See Max'r Mr. "8" 
ityle sport shirts. 
THE TIE 
Ma'll.'1 new narrow• 
1hape - the only 
companion worthy 
of your Mr. I 
1hirt. In striped 
jeney knit. $1.50 
Too lmpo1·tant To Forget-. 
The tremendous value of milk as a natural 
energy restoring food makes· it an esse~tial 
in every student's diet. 
J. H. FIELMAN DAIRY CO. 
2519 Vine Street A~:- 3116 
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Musketeers· Edge Bearcats, 70-68, For Latest· Win 
Budde' s Goal Puts X A.head For Good; X Beats Carroll, Eastern !eb('r· Louisville, UD, Miami 
e Bow To Win A UC Game 
Frosh Also Triumph By 69-58 8_core UD, Falls T~ U of L, B-W w.. Return Matches Follow 
By Logan Rapier By Bob Siegenllaaler By Ron Lo/1..-
e: Ned, Ed On Rule Changes 
By Jim O'Connell 
After seeing a seven point halftime lead erased in the Although the News was not The Xavier Musketeers will 
THE ~SKIES ~ill travel to Richmond, Ky. tomorrow night third quarter, the Xavier Musketeers fought back gamely to able to keep pace, the basket- have their hands full Satur-
for a return match with the same Eastern Kentucky team they beat d h U . . f c· . . . . . ball fortunes of the Musket- d · h F b 14 .1.. 
here at X last month. Having heard of the high feelings of basketball e ge t e · ruversity o mcmnati Bearcats, 70-68, in a hair- ay mg t, e · • at Rig&• 
fans in the Commonwealth, we wonder whether the Xavier party raising ball game played last Tuesday night at the Cincinnati ~rs took a turn f~r the better mond, Ky. where Ned Wulk's 
will require an armed guard to get into town. Gardens before some 5200 excited fans. The X Frosh also m recent weeks. Smee the Jan. squad will be attempting to 
• • • • • tacked up their second win over ~6 edition of ~ paper, the Xav- ring up a second victory of the 
AMID A sea of beaming faces in the Xavier locker room after Cincy by a 69-58 score. Paul Margerum added three more 1er cagers had won t~ree _contests season over the highly rated 
tlae Musketeers' nerve-sba~ win over UC last Tuesda1 Coach The hard won victory evened foul shots to nullify Rain's final and dropped two gomg mto last Eastern Kentucky Maroons. The 
Ned. Walk e:splained to as some of the ingredients that weat to make X's record at 9-9, while the loss score. Tuesday's UC game. Muskies, who upset Eastern, 80-
ap a victory in a typical X·UC came. First there was successful of- gave UC a 6-12 mark. The con- In the preliminary the Xavier A double nemesis was too much 68, in a thriller at the Field-. 
feasive play at the crucial moments late in~ came-Buck Budde'& 
1 
test marked the first time in his- Yearlings gave evidence of a for the Muskies to overcome as house on Jan. 26, will be bucking 
llook shot, for ~~pie, which put~ Muskies ah~ for good and ltory that the Musketeers have bright ,.future for x basketball t~e. y reluctantly succ~be~ to a a lengthy jinx which the· Maroons 
Tommy Simms drive-Ins a few mmutes before which drew free been able to take both games with their second victory over the highly regarded Umvers1ty of have over teams visiting them in 
tbruws tbat kept Xavier in contention. played during the season from Bearhlttens. The little Muskies' Louisville quintet, 72-69, on Feb. Richmond. 
• · 'l'hen there was the consistent lone ranee accuracy of Jim Phel-,the Clifton Ave. hoopsters and record is now 10-1, while the UC 4 at the Jefferson County Ar- Coach Ned Wulk will probably 
u. whom Walk1 ~led out as haviug- improved considerably of late. left the series count at eight wins Frosh now own a 9-2 slate. mory. · start his usual foursome of Huck 
Besides his dangerous one-hander, Jim has alSo developed a rugged 'I for Cincy and seven for X After being down by a 19-16 Xavier had been plagued on Budde and Bob Heim at forward 
and Tom Simms and Jim Phelan 
defensive abillt1 as his work .against Louisville's. Chuck Noble and It was a team victo~ all the count at the end of th~ first quar- road trips by an inability to win at guard with either Trebs Dick-
tbe Beareats' BUI Lammert will attest. way for the Musketeers with Huck ter, the Frosh, paced by fine per- away _from home, and the Cardi- man or Chuck Hofmann at the 
There were many other fictors which went into the result of the Budde, Jim Phelan, Tom Simms formances by Dave Piontek and nals had copped eight of eleven pivot. In the two teams' first 
Cine, pme, but the jubilant Walk a.dmi'Ued that the next one he and Bob Heim leading the scor- an ailing Lou Vonderbrink, born- previous games between the two meeting Simms and Heim were 
thoqht of was luck, apparently the 6nal touch needed for the Mus- ing. Budde and Phelan each had barded the nets for 38 points dur- schools. These two factors com- a plague to the Maroons, dumping 
bteers' 1rst two-pme sweep of a series with the •Cats. 15 points, while Simms and Heim ing the second and third periods bined to give the Falls City bas- in 25 and 21 points respectively. 
• • • • • collected 13. while holding the 'Kittens' to 23. ketballers win number nine in . After the Eastern game the 
ALTHOUGH THE Louisville game cannot be correcUy adjud~ Joe Okruhlica led the 'Cats' the series and their 15 triumph of Musketeers enjoy a week's lay-
a success, the party and dance held afterwards at the Watterson scoring parade with 18 points fol- Muskie Yearlings the season. off before meeting Louisville in 
Hotel by the U. of L Newman · lowed by Jack Twyman and Bob Ten points behind as the last a rematch at the Fieldhouse on 
Club in honor of Muskie Co-Cap- Rain with 16 and 15 respectively. Take Three More period opened, the Blue and White Feb. 20; They will then have an 
tain Tom Simms was a very ex- It was Budde, who was both- Th X . Fr hJn b staged a desperate rally that Center Chuck Hofmann assumes a ballet pose while hooking in opportunity ·to avenge the Cards' 
cellent affair. A large group of ered early .in the _game by the e avier ~s an as- vaulted them into a 63-61 lead a field goal in the Eastem Kentucky ·game. _;Photo by Daly recent hard won 72-69 triumph in 
Xavier Louisville alumni, students close guarding tactics of Bearcat ketball squad regIStered more with 4:20 remaining and a 65-65 Louisville. 
and friends turned out to pay Captain Tom Osterman, who victories since the last issue of tie with three minutes to go. eers made their season slate read· to his usual fine floor game. The Muskies then will travel to 
tri~te to the· hustling guard from hooked in_the c~~hing points for the News by pasting the Day- However, the Cardinals finally 8-8 as they came from behind to Altogether, the Musketeers hit Dayton where on Sunday, Feb.22, 
.thear home town. th~ Muskies with less -than two ton Yearlings 75_54 and grab- broke a 67-67 deadlock with less dump the John Caroll cagers, 89- for an uncanny 51 % of their shots. Coach Tom Blackburn's Flyers 
• • • nunutes to go. bing two five p~int d~isions from than a minute on the clock and 82, on Sunday afternoon, Feb. 1. The Maroons, me~while,_ having wil~ try, to even this year's X-UD 
WITH THE controversy over Early Lead Insufficient S , A to d th Mi • the Musketeers could not catch The lead changed hands sever- dazzled the crowd m the frrst half series. Last month Xavier edged 
tbe death of the platoon system Paced by the shooting of Simms ~~n~ s u ~ 3.:1 co e f ~ them. . al times in the thrilling battle as with their great accuracy . from the Gem City club, 70-68, at the 
monopolizing the headlines these and Heim the Musketeers had 49 s d ~6~::pec v s res 
0 Tom Simms, playing before his Huck Budde and Caroll'~ George the outside, lost the range in the Gardens. 
clays. little is heard of the basket- shot to a ~ommanding 23_13 lead Inan th . · t recent g e home town fans, came to life in Dalton engaged in a scoring duel latter quarters and suffered their The classy Miami Redskins will 
ball dispute about what is called in the first quarter but the bust- 1 ed eir J m~6 th fl dgi:: the fourth stanza and scored ten The XU forward bested the Blue third defeat in 15 games. try to make it two straight over 
"'forced" substitution, the rule by '·· ling Bearcats fought back in the P ~y ed on h ru:t- : ~ s of his fourteen markers in a fut- Streaks' ace, 25 to 18. The Cleve- On Sunday, Jan. 18, the Blue X on Wednesday, Feb. 25, when 
which a player with five personal second period. However, thanks :: hig~y-:Ute~~~ee= q=~ ile bid to snatc~ the vic~ry. Huck la~ders led, 76-75: as the three and White snapped ~wo rather ~e Muskies visit _Withrow Court 
fouls must leave the game and to the sharp-shooti"ng f Phelan t t h" h b ts al f Budde pumped m 24 pomts to lead nunute rule went mto effect, but lengthy streaks. By VIrtue of a m Oxford for. thell' second meet-
tb la bstituted . his o • e w1c oas sever ormerb BbH" ankt. fr t h df h 7068. D . . . • mo er P yer su . ~ X left the floor with a ~mfortable UC cage stars. Leading the scor- oth teams . o e~ s wo ee . osses, ar ou~ t - wm over ay- 1ng w1~h Bill Rohrs speedy ~-
place. A recent :assue of 'The 37_30 lead . f X Lo V d b ink Although the Xavier five was and Xavier then outscored its op- ton, Xavier ended a four game tet which bested X, 90-70, earlier 
Bulle"'R " thl · · · · mg or were u on er r ts 12 6 · th fi · 1 · ty 1 · tr k th · d · h Th Reds . ...., a mon ~ magazme '( On resuming play in the second and Jim O'Connell, each of whom bent on revenging an earlier 76- ponen ' • ' m e na . ~ix osmg s ea on.. e season an m t e sea:io~. e kins, one 
pu~lished by the National Assoc- half, the Musketeers lost the scored 16 points. · 75 setback suffered at the hands seconds ~o capture the decIS1~n.. shattered a U D JlllX that had ex- o~ the nati?n s top 20 teams; have 
lation ?f Basketball .Coaches of Coaeb Ned Wnlk range almost completely as Twy- Engineering a fourth period of Baldwin-Wallace, the Yellow Bob Dickman a~ded 18 pomts ten~ed through seven contests virtually cmched_the Mid Ameri-
~ Umted S~tes, printed an ar- Author of Article man and Okruhlica put the Bear- scoring spurt, the Frosh pulled Jackets again upset the Blue and the cause an~ ~d an~ther ex- dating back ~o the 1948-49 s~ason. can Conference tiUe. 
~ by Xavier's Ned Wulk OP_- • cats ahead. Successive buckets by away from the Dayton five, thanks White, this time 88-71 in Berea cellent rebounding 3ob. Jrm Phel- For the first t':"enty nunutes 
posmg the present procedure which we described above. Coach Wulk Heim and Budde t"ed the ount t th rt h t· f V d on Jan 31 an also shone as he potted 17 both teams moved ma trance and W Cag S N E'-..:11 
begins his disc · b recallin that t ff" · · th thin 1 c 0 e expe s 00 mg 0 on er- · · k 1 ft th fl t half d dl ked e eason ear r.uu 
. ussmn Y g eam e lCiency JS e g at 49 all as the final session began. brink with 23 tallies and O'Con- A substitute guard provided the mar ers. e e oor a . ~a oc ' The battle for berths in the 11-
sought for by coach~ an~ p~ayers and l~ked fo~ by ~e spectators. After several minutes of see- nell with 21. spark for the B-W triumph when Red hot af~r a twelve day lay- 29-29. In the third period, ho~- nals of this year's basketball In-
Th~ _strategy of substitution JS usually auned at 11Dprovmg the t~ saw action the 'Cats' took a 66_63 Next Tuesday, Jan. 17, the Lit- Jerry Suess stepped from the off, the ~usJYes swept to an 80-68 ever, the Musketeers caug~t fire tramurals goes into its final week 
efficiency. However, says Wulk, the current ba:iketball rules, unlik~ lead as Heim fouled out. How- tie Muskies will get a chance to bench and sank four straight 25 upset wm over E:istern Kentucky an~ Huck Budde slammed m t~n of action next Monday , with 8 
those of any othe~ sport. fo~ce a coach to ~ubstitute when be doesn t ever, Simms narrowed the mar- make up for their only loss of the foot push shots to shake the Jae- b~fore 3200 rapid fans at the points as the Blue and White heavy card scheduled. 
want to and not 1D proportion to a players worth. gin to one point with a pair of season when they travel to Day- kets into the lead Suess then Fieldhouse on Jan. 26. slowly forged ahead. Intramural manager Ned Wulk 
WllA: • • • • • • free throws and set the stage forlton to play the Wright-Patterson continued Iiis barrage with the Rated number eleven national· With two minutes remaining in announced this week that the 
_r COACH Walk would~ to see ~one are chances m tbe Budde's crucial basket. Budde and Field team. same shot as the northerners drew ly before the contest, the Maroons the game Xavier led, 67-66. Mus- playoffs within the .leagues, if = f=~=:~~.:e:7e::::~1e!o~~.,i::r .tend to de- . . . _ ~- _ -·-• 91 _ .. . 1 ~way. Suess finished with 25 were ten point favorites 1= !de guard ~aul .~a~!~:~.~ """'«'- ...-~"' .- · . a 1 .•- -=~:.-. 
or -t t:oa1fman was doing enough Jaaftn to he removed. The XaVier - an'k-y Seriinr '1 reLs~- DicKJll,(J,n"""" .. ·Huck Budde rang up 22 .. ;ark- 41-36. After the intermission. Tom the con.test nit.hough the Flyers meetmi::; to-dr.;_ ..... 1or tourney· po-
cace hmll first suggests that no player be ejected from the game for / • · p • . . ; ers for the Muskies, and center Simms registered-25 counters and netted another field goal. sitions will take place on Monday, 
foallnc. maless It Is for ansportsmanlike conduet; next that a player Handling Tough ivot position Bob Dickman threw in 17. made eight out of nine field goal Budde was the. leading scorer Feb. 23 at 4 p.m., Wulk said. The 
be allowed four fouls with the penalty the same as that· provided in · Playing their second game in attempts. Bob Heim followed for the Musketeers with 23 points, Playoff Tourney will run from 
tbe praent rules; and ihirdly, that beginning with the f'dth and now By Paul Cain · as many days, the Xavier court- Simms closely and added 21 points 17 coming in the second half. Mar. 2 through Mar. 6. 
fatal foul, an extra penalty be invoked which will give the fouled To a big man was handed the even bigger job of replacing ---------------------------~-------------------
team ~e prescribed number of free throws plus ball possession. Con- ihe incomparable Gene Smith at the beginning of the current 
llCqUently, a ~eh would ~ot be forced to make a lineup change basketball season. The big man who tackled the job with 
when one of hi& outstanding players made his fifth personal. It . . 
would be up to the coach to decide whether the player was valuable ;:vhat ~~s .turned out_ to. be a_ g~od de~ of success ~s Bob 
enoacb to remain in the pme in spite of the risk of an added penal- Trebs Dickman, a six foot, six mch seruor from Covmgton, 
v eaeh Ume he fouled. Ky. I 
• • • • • 1 Bob graduated from Covington . 
i SPEAKING OF the squabble over the recent football rules Latin High School (where he did 
changes, Coach Ed Kluska's comment seemed to us to be among the not play basket~all) at the tender ! 
sanest made. Kluska said that regardless of whether the killing of age of 16 and with the short stat- 1 
unlimited substitution in football was a good thing or not, the change ure of a mere six feet. He then I 
was far too sudden, too unexpected and too drastic to be made as it attended Villa Madonna College ! 
was. He recalled that the platoon system itself was not installed over in Covington where he teamed • 
night and predicted that it will take two or three years to get ad- with Xavier forward Bob Heim 
justed to the new set up. He added that the change was enacted for for a tinie. In a mass migration in 
some other reason than to improve the actual play of football. Any 1951 both Bobs transferred to X, 
rule, said Kluska, must be directed toward at least one of these five Heim via the University of Cin-
purposes: the reduction of injuries, better understanding of the cinnati. 
game, improved sportsmanship, better individual or group play and By this time Trebs (which is 
the speeding up of the game and the containment of it within its Robert spelled backwards) had 
limits. Therefore, since it is obvious· that several of the above pur- added six inches to his 190 pound 
poses are violated by the recent changes, we can assume that the frame and caught the eye of Mus- 1 
recent action of the rules committee wa5 for reasons.other than·im- kie Coach Ned'-Wulk as the un-: 
proving the conduct of play. derstudy to the hi g h - s co r in g 
• • • • • Smith. In order to fill this spot p~~li!)l.l:j 
WHAT EFFECT all• of this will have on the xavier football pie- well after Middie's graduation m 
ture, Kluska would not describe in any detail. Noting that the fun- last June, Bob put in long hours· Center Bob Dickman 
damentals of blocking and tackling remain the same as ever, he of practice during the past sum- . 
indicated that he will try to use as many players as possible, perhaps mer, developing his shooting ab- Baldwin-Wallace tilt and the 
two sets of team to play a quarter each,.but insisted that the main ility, his conditioning and jump- bruising struggle at Louisville. 
purpose will still be to win the ball game by the best meam at hand. ing spring, of which he has quite Trebs claims that his biggest 
Kluska expressed sympathy for the plight of m;tnY juniors and a bit for a tall man. thrill was beating UC this season 
seniors next year. These meQ, who are products of the lwo platoon During the Muskies' recent and names the Bearcats' Jacki 
system era, will be caught short by the new. rules, and some of them road trips Trebs has shown his Twyman as one of the toughest 
who played regularly in past years will see little action at all. This spirit and ability at their best. men he has played against. How-
year's freshmen group provides a great deal of. hope for the future, Against John Carroll· in the game· ever, in singling out the best play~ 
Kloska remarked. They practiced both ways all last season, and by he considers his best of the year er and best team he has ever 
the opening whistle next September it is hoped that they will be all he poured in 18 points to assist faced he goes along with the ex-
eet to r;o for close to 60 minutes. the Musketeers to their first out- perts in selecting the Seton Hall 
After all this, the only thing we can say is wait until spring of-town win of the campaign. He Pirates and their great center, 
practice for your final answer. also sparkled on rebounds in the . Walt Dukes. 
• • • • • 
FOOTBALL CO-CAPTAIN Frank Milostan has begun his busi-
ness career in the same efficient manner with which he performed 
for the Musketeers during the last three years. Milo, who was 
awarded his degree at the end of last semester, has become associ-
ated with the firm of Roue, Favret and Co., Accountants, Auditors 









Historic Mmic Hall 
W~ere The Nation's Top Bands Play Each Saturday Eveninc 
CINCY'S LARGEST AND FINEST DANCE FLOOR 
OPENING 
Sat. Eve., Feb. 14 
Earl Holderman· 
AND ms ORCHESTRA 
Newly Air-Conditioned - Smart Decor 
RESERVATl·ONS CH 3086 
r \ingte'? 
n•bere's Y2!c'-
,,,, think to 
. . than you "" 
It's easier WTiting a Luc .. , 
ake $25 by. those you see 
s;ttike jingle hk~e need ]ing\eS 
in this ad. YesS25 for everY one 
-and we paY d as manY as you 
we use! So sen .Qo-LuckY' F .O. 





Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother! 
i 
Ask yourself this question: Why do I smoke? 
You know, yourself, you smoke for enjoyment. 
And you get enjoyment only from the taste of a 
cigarette. --
Luckies taste better-cleaner, fresher, smoother! 
Why? Luckies are made better to taste be.tter. And, 
what's more, Luckies are made of fine tobacco. . . 
L.S./M.F.T.-Lucky Strike Means Fine Tobacco. 
So, for the thing you want most in a cigarette ••• 
for better taste-for the cleaner, fresher, smoother 
taste of Lucky Strike ••• 
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-----------------Alumnae Retreat 
Set For Feb. 27-29 · 
DOWN FRONT 
The annual retreat of the 
Xavier University Alumnae As· 
sociation will be held at the Con-
vent of Mother Mary Reparatrix 
in Clifton from Feb. 27-29. Miss 
· ..i By Jim Hogan Jenny · Bischoff announced that 
.:;:. :it\ Rev. Delmar Dosch, S.J., Minister --------------------------
)~kB . ~;e~i::s~e~ovitiate, will be re- N i t e I i f e H i .g h I i t e s 
By Dorothy Trage1er 
In the New York Times, the New York Herald Tribune, The weekend retreat will open 
in Time magazine and no doubt in many other publications Friday, Feb. 27, with supper at 
across the land Cincinnati's world premiere of Vittorio Gian- 6 p.m. and close Sunday with ------"""!'-------------------
. ., era "Th' e Taming of .. the Shrew," was hailed as both Benediction at 5 p.m. Everyone is Perhaps some guy happened to browse throu.gh the rec· 
mm s op ' . . . invited to attend and can make l' h d' t b h 
a praiseworthy community enterpr1ze and a pleasmg and at reservations by calling the Con- ords of proceedings in an Eng is ivorce cour ; or may e e 
times beautiful opera which was ti "Don Quixote,, I'm afraid vent at CA. 4624. is an innocent bystander to the carrying-on of the Innocent 
well performed. 1 °;~s a little disa~pointed. Bystander in one of our mektropolitadnbdailies. Whi1
chevRoer the 
I was a little surprised and very Besides the fact that someone vente's great novel understood the case may be, ?n addres~ boo droppe y some care ess meo 
pleased that the opera received insisted on disturbing the camera film, but when you adapt a work showed that, hke a certain court , . . , 
as much notice as it did, and that and thus knocking the picture all to the movies, you cannot tell in Penzance, England, he believed bers. Some were c1rcledf s~me 
the notices .were so favorable. In · your audience to go read the book in cataloguing his female friends. starred; b~t every one .0 t em 
1eneral, the work Is quite enjoy- • . • before seeing the movie, even if This divorce co.urt mentioned sh.owed evidence of having been 
able, and the first scene of the Curtains R1s1ng that book is a classic. above stated that its past records hunted up for many .8 date. These 
second act is really beautiful. During the next two weeks, the A movie must be able to stand indicate four types of women as were the namesf 0! g:fils w~o ~ere 
I hope that the success of this curtain will rise on: by itself, and I think that "Don being poor matrimonial prizes. goo~ sp?rts- rien Y 00 ng, 
venture will encourage more lo- Feb. 13, H-Symphony Concert Quixote's" legs were a little weak. Arranging the ladies in groups as fash~on ~ise, and ~onest. The page 
cal performances of opera, both with Heifetz, Violinist, at Mus- • • • .. one would spaniels · and boxers, caption ere ~as. . 
here in Cincinnati and in other le Ball An article of interest from the the English divorce court judge Summer, winter, sprmg or fall· 
cities which :have the potential Feb. 13, H-"Angel on the Loose," Cincinnati Post of Jan. 10: "The declared that gold diggers, fun- Party, hike, 0~ fancy ball--
talent and audience. It would cer- an original comedy presented editors of the University of Tor· mad females, the kitteriy kind The average girl beats 'em all! 
tainly help to increase the popu- by the Bellarmine Players at the onto student newspaper, 'The with catty claws, and. the lovely-
larity of opera in this country. Central YWCA Varsity,' created a furore by an- to - look-at-but-stupid-to-talk • to EC Grades Ready 
At Downtown Offic 
• • • Feb. 13, 14-"Blgh Tor," a comedy nouncing they were dropping cov· girls are all hard on a gentleman's 
On Jan. 30, the· Vienna Choir by Maxwell Anderson present· erage of sports to avoid confusing constitution. 
Boys gave two concert perfor- ed by U. C.'s Mummers Guild students about the true purpose This pilfered address book, also Evening college students who 
mances in the Taft Auditorium at U. C. , of a university. mentioned above, held those same attended classes last semester are 
for the benefit of the Saint George Feb. 11-"Pop" Concert with the "Students were • up in arms' ideas. One page on wl;lich were asked to pick up their grade cards 
Hospital in Westwood, and these lubilee Singers at Music Ball against the decision, one member scribbled a few names was en- in the office as soon as the cards 
twenty boys certainly showed Feb. 20, 21-Sym~h.ony Concert of the paper's staff .said. The edi- titled "Dreams." Under this head- are available. Semester grades 
what a good choir is. They were with lennie Tourel, Mezzo-so- tors said they would stake their ing was the note: "The most rav- will be recorded on the cards in 
terrific. prano at Music Ball decision, if necessary, on a cam- ishing, gorgeous, sophisticated alphabetical order according to 
I was amazed at the beauty of Feb. 24-Burton Holmes Travel- pus wide vote. princesses the social world can the students' last names. 
these 1oun1 voices, and at the ogue on New. Zealand at the "Education is the prime . pur- offer. (Strictly for show. Take Notices as to which cards are 
ease and assurance with' which Taft pose of a university' the three them to fancy affairs only.)" ready for distribution will be 
the boys sang and acted. Later In editors wrote. 'This purpose is A notation over another page posted on the bulletin board in 
the year they are to appear on Ed over and off the screen, the movie confused by the prominance given read: "Laughs-More fun than a the main hall of the evening col· 
Sullivan's "Toast of the Town" itself left something to be desired. university sports.' barrel of monkeys. They'll keep lege building. Miss Helen Som· 
television show. I will try to Jet The various silly deeds which the "The editors said, however, you laughing all night. '<Party- mer, secretary, requests that stu-
you know the .date, becauJe these ·~knight" performed, and in his they did not minimize the impor- ime gals.)" Another page of dents watch the bulletin board 
bo7s are really worth hearlnr. madness; thought great, made the. tance ·of athletics and' sports for names said simply, ."Beware of for the notices. . 
• • • whole affair seem rather absurd, those who participated and would the cats!" Students who fail to pick up 
Last week we saw the third because the idea behind the movie continue to report results of in· But then ca~e the pages worn their cards in the office will re· 
movie of the Xavier Foreign was not adequately express~d. tramural games.''· and smeared from frequent use. ceive them in the mail sometime 






More Peo~e Smoke Camels 













THiii MUST II A REASON WHY Camel 
is America's most popular dgarette-
leading all other brands by billions! 
Camels have the two things smokers 
want most-rich, full flavor and cool, 
cool miltlr1ess ... pack after pack! Try 
Camels for 30 days anJ see how mild. 
how ftavorful, how thoroughly enjoy-
able they are as y'our steady smoke! 
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Between The Li'nes article about Communism in In- And when you put the maga- Of course every Catholic pub- However, on the whole, they're 
dia. Or consider this one dealing zine down you're rather surprised, lication does not live up to this, better than you expected. So the 
(ConUnu~ from Page 2) with a new scientific develop- aren't you? You found the articles unfortunately. Some show lack of next time you are tempted to 
Wyoming. ment in home construction. Here interesting and informative. You imagination, technical excellence, throw aside that Catholic pub-
Fiction enters the scene · with are reviews of movies and books, feel that each of them was sig- or perhaps a simple lack of mat- lication for something seemingly 
a story of a young girl who can't reviews which assay the moral as nificant for you as a Catholic. erial; worthy of printing. But even more attractive, stop and open it. 
make up her mind whether to go well as the artistic value. And so You even wonder how you could these contain their hidden nug- You'll find it surprisingly worth· 




The man who won $1,525 for one suggestion 
; •• the man who got $1,085 for another, with more 
payment to come ••. the folks. who broke the Red 
Cross Bloodmobile record with 356 donors in one 
day .•. the quiet man who holds the Order of the 
British Empire •.. they're all employees you meet 
at the Evendale Plant of General Electric. Qur kind 
of people because we try to be their kind of Com-
pany, doing the right thing about pay and benefits 
voluntarily. G.E. had a Pension Plan in effect a 
q~arter of a century before Social Security, a Sug-
gestion System with payments as far back as 1906 
and an Employees' Health . Insurance Plan that 
started 51 years ago. Why? Not because the Com-
pany ha.d to. Because it wanted to. At General 
Electric, h'lµJlan considerations have always come 
first. They always will. 
This has been going on since 1906 but it seems like a brand new and wonderful idea when 
General Electric comes along and hands you a check for $1,525 as payment for an idea in the 
Suggestton System. In the upper photo Harry J, Ennis, right, happily points out the ingen-
ious spacer he devised to improve-gear machining methods and collects an award of $1,085 
from Herb Stoddard, foreman, as Ed Barry, left, general foreman- and Phil DeConinck, 
superintendent, look on. Ennis will receive an additional award after final evaluation. In the 
lower photograph, John Barkley receives his award of $1,525 from N. E. Firestone, manager, 
Assembly, as William Gaines, G. W. Zimmerman and Phil Smith, left to right, look one 
Barkley suggested a method for saving fuel during engine tests. 
These 21 G-E "Job DiviJenJs" Benefit anJ 
Protect G-E Employees anJ their Families 
I, Guaranteed Retirement Income of u 
much aa '125 a month and up. 
2. sz.ooo Minimum Life lnmuranee (.\Yer•· 
a1e over S.f,GOO), 
3. G.E. Savln11• and Sloek Bonu1 Plan. 
4, SH,000,000 paid In Unemplo1menl ln· 
aurance Tase1 NatlonallJ, (1951), 
S. IJ211 to S40 a week Slekne• and Accident 
Bencftta. 
6. Up to 3 Week• Paid Vaeallon1. 
7. Su111estlon Plan-S500,000 paid out In 
. 1951. 
I. Employee Dlseount• on G0 E merehan• 
dlllU. 
9, Up to SI ,GOO for Ho1pltal Estral: up to 
S700 for Hospital Room. 
11. Sll,000,000 Soelal Securily Tasea. (Na• 
tlonal total, 1951), 
12. Up lo 7 Paid HolldaJ•• 
U. S3,000,000 Workmen'• · Compenaatlon 
PaJmenta. (National total, 1951), 
14. Edueatlonal Grant•. 
15. l\laternllJ Beneftt• of St50 and '225. 
16. Up lo SJ 75 for PhJ•lelanm' Vl•ll• la Ille 
Hoapltal. 
17. Up to Sl75 for Sura!cal Biiia • 
I I. sz.ooo Addltloaal Aeeldealal Death Ben• 
eat. 
19. DlaabllltJ Penalou. 
20. Mlll~rJ Dul)' Allowaneea. 
10. Up to S500 Hoapllal and Sur1leal Bene• 
lits aClcr Normal Rellremenl Al•• 21. Peaaloa Plan luau up to SIOO for Dlneu. 
You can put your conliJence In 
GENERAL. ELECTRIC 
Aircraft Gas 1urfJine Division 
Evendale Plant 
Listen to ''FREEDOM U.S. A." 
ol"I WKRC every su·nday 9:30 P. M. 
The Red Cross regional Bloodmobile record for a single day was set reciently 
at the Jet Center of the World when 356 donors contributed a pint of blood in 
this temporary blood donor center set up in the. auditorium of Building .. A" at 
General Electric's Aircraft Gas Turbine Division in Evendale. And on the previ-
ous day, 188 employees had contributed, bringing the two day total to 644 pint. 
of blood for the defense eft'ort. To keep up with the generosity of General Electric 
employees, it was necessary to increase the usual Bloodmobile quota of 12 com 
to 16 and have extra Red Cross workers on hand. Present plans call for a vjlit 
of the Bloodmobile about four times a year. Supporting worthwhile etrorm iD 
thp community is something G-E employees do voluntarily. 
You would never 1Ueu It 
if you met Stan Powell at hia 
desk in Technical Services, 
Building 500 at the G-E plant, 
but be was decorated with the 
Order of the British Empire by 
the late King George VI. He 
was an officer of the British 
tanker SS Arletta, sunk by the 
enemy in World War II on an 
Atlantic crouing. He wu 18 
days on a life raft beCon he wu 
. rescued. Stan knows the im-
portance of G-E jets in the d• 
fenae of the free world. 
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Philops Invade Kent Tomorrow• GMC, A.. Young Co.I Fisher Memorial, New Dormitory. 
F h I N • T•J S d ' Plan lntervieivs Given Push By $2500 Payment ros n OVICe I t un ay 'two comp'anies will offer camp- Friends of the late Rev. Al- At the time of his death on Dec. 
Four members of the Poland Philopedian Debating Society will us interviews during the re- phonse Fisher, S.J., headed by 1, 1951, Fr. Fisher was assistant 
participate in the annual Kent State Invitational Tournament which mainder of February, th~ Place- Messrs. Walter s. Schmidt, Henry pastor of St. Xavier Church and 
will be staged at Kent State College, Kent Ohio this weekend. Twen- ment Office reported. this. week. B. Bunker, and E. Wirt Russell, director of the St. Xavier Free 
ty-flve midwestern colleges and universities are scheduled to take Thursday, Feb. 19, will brmg the recently reported an initial pay- Day Nursery. 
part. General Motors Corp. (Mr. R. K. ment of $2500 tow&rd a memorial 
Participating in the four round enact a compulsory federal fair Burns)' and Monday a~d Tu~s- to the popular priest's name. The 
event are Larry Blank and Al employment practices law. ,day, Feb. 2~ and 24, will brmg Fr. Fisher Memorial will be part 240 In Gradu~te School 
Fritsch, who will defend the af- the accounting firm of Arthur of Xavier's proposed dormitory Dr. Raymond F. McCoy, head 
flrmative, and negative speakers, L• N Ed• Young & Co. (Mr. J.E. Madden). building and is the first actual of the graduate division, has re-
Bob Siegenthaler and Tom Will- ippert CW lfOr Any students desiring these allocation of money for that ported that, so far, this semester's 
ke. Accompanying them is Rev. J St ff Ch . interviews are asked to sign up in cause. graduate registration has totaled 
Thomas P. Conry, S.J., Philoped- - .n a ange t~e Pla~ement Office. All inter- Fr. Fisher t~ught philosophy at 240. 
ian moderator and coach. For. the first time in .the recent views will be scheduled fro~ 9: 30 XU from 1924-28 and during that Two hundred and fifty-nine stu-
Also on the debate schedule is history of The News a new editor- a.m. to 5: 00. p.m. on t~e assigned time served as the first prefect dents registered last semester. 
a NFCCS novice tournament to ial staff was appointed at mid- days. The Firestone Tire & Rub- of Elet Hall, faculty adviser for This semester's registration com-
be held at Villa Madonna College year. Tom Lippert, junior English her Co. was here last week. athletics and became regent of the pares favorably with the total 
in Covington this Sunday. At major, is the ne".': edito:-in-chief. Evening- College. He founded the registration of this time last year, 
least six pairs of first year mem- Two ne:v associate editors were Peek Of Week Xavier University Forum, a lee- 158. The mark, however, has not 
bers of the Philopedians will take also appointed. They are Charles ture platform. yet reached last semester's figure. 
part in the tourney. As is cus- Austin and Tom Kerver, both Monday, Feb. 16 
tomary in all such novice meet- Honors A.B. fres~men .. Al Cordes, X. U. News, 1:30, Rm. 109 
ings no winning team is declared Bob Murray, Bill Stieger, and Tuesday, Feb. 1'1 NEWS-A llenl Trent 
for the tournament. Hans Geisler remain as associate Dads' -Club, 8:15, South Hall 
During the break between the editors. . . Wednesday, Feb. 18 
SUNDAV DANCING 
. Former Editor m Chief How- Ee n i Cl b "·45 s th semesters Xavier debaters took . 0 om cs u ' • · ' ou Hotel ltletropole Ballroom 
MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT BY . . . . ard Schapker, who was co-editor Hall part m the Oh10 State University last year will act as senior ad 
T t · c 1 b d • - Thursday, Feb. 19 
ourdnan:itehn mt' ~um us adn !em- visor to the new staff and as Spanish Club, '1:30, Rm. 45 
erge wi a ie or secon P ace. journalism coach for the report-
Winner of the three round scrap · t ff G.M. Interview, all day, Par-
"EMIL DOBOS AND BIS LAT.INEER~' 
Featuring Miss Cincinnati o/ 1952-
mg s a · lor B 
EILEEN CARROLL as Vocalist 
was Wake Forest College. · The move was made with a view 
The 1952-53 intercollegiate top- to facilitate the switchover which MoAndthay, Fyeb. 
23 
C 1 t 1 . r ur oung o. n erv ew 
ic is, "Resolve~: That the Con- formerly had taken place at the all da Parlor C 'I 
Daneing Sunclay Eves, 8 :30 p. m. to 12 Mid. 
Admission $1.00 Per Person Including Tax 
HOTEL METROPOLE· 
gress of the United States should end of the school year. . ----~-· -------- SIXTH AND WALNUT PArkway 5100 
NOW ••• 10 Months Scientific Evidence· . ' 
for Chesterfield . 
' -- -- - ----- ___ .. _________ - .. 
AMEDICAL SPECIALIST is making regular bi· monthly examinations o(a group of people 
from various walks of life. 45 percent of this 
· group have smoked Chesterfield for an average 
of over ten years. 
After ten months, the medical specialist reports 
that he observed .•• 
no aclverse ellects on the nose, throat and 
sinuses ol the group lrom smolcing Chesterfield. 
MUCH M/l,DER 
CHESTERFIEID 
IS BEST FOR YOU 
CopJn&ht 19H, LIGGm"' MYDI TOIACC.O Co 
'• 
